
timeless 

richard 
“groove" 

The aptly-nick¬ 
named organ 
master and 
soul-jazz icon 
swings hard on 
these essential 
tracks. 
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A bona fide soul-jazz master, the aptly-nicknamed 
organist Richard “Groove” Holmes (5/2/31 - 6/29/91) 
combined an unerring sense of swing with boundless 
enthusiasm on the keyboard and an affinity for gritty 
downhome blues. These cooking tracks highlight the 
late, great organist dealing with the four Bs - bop, blues, 
ballads and boogaloo - in typically exuberant fashion. 

Features 

Houston Person • Cecil Bridgewater • Jimmy Ponder 

Cecil Brooks III • Ralph Dorsey 

1. Cheeka s Dance 5:00 

2. SIO BlOOZe 5:28 

3. Moon River 6:26 

4. Everything Must Change 6:09 

5. Groove s Groove 4:49 

6. Minor Inconvenience 5:12 

7. Ode To Larry Young 5:33 

8. Katherine 6:40 

9. Plenty, Plenty Blues 5:59 

Savoy's timeless series features state of the art transfers from the actual tape 
masters created by these legendary artists at the original, historic recording 
sessions. High resolution digital transfer and mastering technology is used to 
strive for the most authentic and lifelike reproduction possible today. 

Series Producer: Steve Backer • Executive Producer: Steve Vining 

® © 2003 SLG, LLC. 429 Santa Monica Boulevard, Suite 330, Santa Monica, CA 90405. Warning: All rights reserved. 

Unauthorized duplication is a violation of applicable laws. Printed in the USA. SVY 17213 
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1. Cheeka's Dance (Cecil Bridgewater) 

2. Slo Blooze (Richard "Groove" Holmes) 

3. Moon River (Henry Mancini - Johnny Mercer) 

4. Everything Must Change (B. Ighner) 

5. Groove's Groove (Richard "Groove" Holmes) 

6. Minor Inconvenience (David Braham) 

7. Ode To Larry Young (Richard "Groove" Holmes) 

8. Katherine (Richard "Groove" Holmes) 

9. Plenty, Plenty Blues (Richard "Groove" Holmes) 

Richard "Groove" Holmes, organ with 

Tracks 1, 2, 5 & 6: Cecil Bridgewater, trumpet; Houston Person, tenor sax; Jimmy Ponder, guitar; Ralph Dorsey, congas & percussion; 
Cecil Brooks III, drums. Recorded by Rudy Van Gelder at Van Gelder Recording Studio, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. February 24.1988. 

Tracks 3, 4, 7, 8 & 9: Houston Person, tenor sax; Gerald Smith, guitar; Ralph Dorsey, percussion & congas; Bobby Ward, drums. 
Recorded by Rudy Van Gelder at Van Gelder Recording Studio, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. December 2,1980. 

Original sessions produced by Houston Person 

Series Producer: Steve Backer 
Executive Producer: Steve Vining Production Coordinator: Dan Marx 

Reissue Engineering and Compact Disc Mastering by Paul Reid III at Denon Digital LLC Studio 2; Madison, Georgia 

Annotation by Bill Milkowski Art Direction by JJ Stelmach Graphic Design by Scott Johnson 
Front Cover llllustration by JJ Stelmach Photo: Savoy Archives 

SAVOY Records was formed in the early 1940’s and is generally recognized as the label where ‘bebop began’. 

Responsible in great part for the emergence of this daring new style of jazz playing, SAVOY launched the careers 

of legends like Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis, Cannonball and Nat Adderley, Erroll Garner, George 

Shearing and many, many others. Through out the years the label not only remained a force in jazz but also 

branched into blues, gospel, R & B, and pop. Few recording companies can boast the heritage and lineage of 

stars as SAVOY which continues today as an active voice in new music. 

www.savoyjazz.com 

® © 2003 SLG, LLC. 429 Santa Monica Boulevard, Suite 330, Santa Monica, CA 90405. Warning: All rights reserved. 

Unauthorized duplication is a violation of applicable laws. Printed in the USA. SVY 17213 





timeless 

richard ■groove" 

Born: May 2,1931. Camden, New Jersey. 
Died: June 29,1991. St. Louis, Missouri. 

The aptly-nicknamed 
organ master and 
soul-jazz icon swings 
hard on these 
essential tracks. 

A soul-jazz icon and bona fide master of The 
Beast’ (the hulking 400-pound Hammond B-3 
organ), Camden, New Jersey native Richard 
“Groove” Holmes came by his nickname honestly. 
As a Jimmy Smith disciple with an urge to swing 
and a penchant for delving into the deep blue side 
of jazz, Holmes was a well respected B-3 burner 
by the time he signed his first recording contract 
in the early ‘60s. (His two releases in 1962 fea¬ 
tured early tracks by the recently-discovered gui¬ 
tarist Joe Pass). Following a string of recordings 
through the ‘60s, including his 1965 breakthrough 
Soul Message (featuring his double-time version 
of “Misty,” which became a huge hit single), 
Holmes went on to record with a variety of labels 
before signing on in the late 70s with Muse, an 
association which lasted up until 1991 when a 
heart attack claimed his life at the age of 60. This 
Savoy compilation is culled from two albums dur¬ 
ing that fertile Muse period. And while the setting 
and personnel may vary on these distinctive proj¬ 
ects - 1980’s Broadway is a classic organ quartet 
with percussion, 1988’s Blues All Day Long is the 
same setup augmented by two horns - the com¬ 
mon ground is the highly syncopated left hand 
basslines, blues-drenched phrasing and infinite 
capacity to burn as displayed by the aptly-nick¬ 
named Groove. 

The energized opener Cheeka's Dance is a bit of 
Latin jazz with some extra spice added by the 
horns of trumpeter Cecil Bridgewater and tenor 
saxophonist Houston Person and some tasty Wes 
Montgomery-inspired octave work from guitarist 

Jimmy Ponder. Slo Blooze, featuring the same 
outfit, highlights some profoundly blue, gospel- 
tinged testifying from the great organist while a 
jaunty, upbeat rendition of Henry Mancini’s Moon 
River is a perfect showcase for his remarkably 
funky, syncopated basslines in the left hand. On a 
faithful rendition of the haunting ballad Everything 
Must Change, Groove gives another prime 
demonstration of his melodic invention on the low 
end, a la Fender bassman James Jamerson, while 
tenor saxophonist and producer Houston Person is 
captured at his most soulful and expressive. 

Groove's Groove typifies the gritty, earthy blues 
shuffle that became a Holmes signature while 
Minor Inconvenience is a mysterioso minor key 
blues that swings in a relaxed manner while show¬ 
casing a robust tenor solo from Houston, a bold 
trumpet solo from Bridgewater and another hip 
guitar solo from Ponder. Holmes’ Ode To Larry 
Young is uncharacteristically buoyant and funky 
given the outre tendencies of the Coltrane-inspired 
organist. Groove luxuriates in his own romantic 
ballad Katherine, which also features more 
expressive tenor testifying by Houston, and the 
two organ quartet veterans go back to their soul- 
jazz roots on the urgently uptempo closer Plenty, 
Plenty Blues. 

This music swings hard, feels greasy and is 
guaranteed to bring wide grins to the faces of 
soul-jazz fans. 

- Bill Milkowski 
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